
 
 

 
 
Title: AIoT-Aware Connected and Collaborative Intelligence 
  
Abstract: The fusion of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet-of-Things (IoT) 
creates Artificial Intelligence of Things (AIoT), which is expected to not only boost 
the intelligence of end devices but also unleash the power of IoT data. Along with 
new opportunities, AIoT also brings new challenges. On the one hand, AI is driven 
by data, while data is born at end devices. To embrace AI in AIoT, advanced 
networking technologies are needed to better connect IoT devices. On the other 
hand, IoT users become more reluctant to share their individual data due to 
privacy concerns. Given improved on-device computing capabilities, advanced 
collaboration paradigms promise better collaborative intelligence in AIoT. 
 
In this talk, I will present my research on AIoT for advanced connectivity and 
better collaboration, respectively. For advanced connectivity, I will introduce our 
series of works to augment transmission environments for reliable and secure 
wireless connectivity. For better collaboration, I will introduce our recent project 
on IoT-aware federated on-device intelligence and focus on the work for 
federated learning over resource-constrained and heterogeneous end devices. 
This talk will conclude with potential research directions for AIoT-aware 
connected and collaborative intelligence. 
 

 
Bio: Lan (Emily) Zhang received the Ph.D. degree in computer 
engineering from the University of Florida, in 2020. Since August 
2020, she has been an assistant professor in the department of 
electrical and computer engineering at Michigan Technological 
University. Her research interests include distributed machine 
learning and wireless communications for various Artificial 
Intelligence of Things (AIoT) applications. She received the 
Michigan Tech Research Excellent Fund award in 2021. Her current research has 
been funded by multiple NSF projects as a PI/co-PI. She is currently serving as an 
associate editor of IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology. She was an 
organizer of summer youth programs at Michigan Tech in 2021 and 2022.  
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